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Across

1. the last branches of agriculture

2. first types of feeds

6. is any action of surgical,chemical, or otherwise 

by which a male loses the function of the testicle

8. FCR

11. use to conduct simple repair and maintenance 

operation

13. is an ancient and versatile tool whose principal 

use is to move small amounts of soil

18. is an art science and business of rising plants and 

animals for the use of man

26. make the work of mans easier and faster

28. it is the last types of feeds

30. used to collect animal droppings and manures

31. collective term used to denote hogs or pigs

34. used in digging and moving soil and other 

granular materials

35. is a first branches of agriculture

36. this is given until the pigs reach a weight to 60 

kgs

37. are used for trimming long grass and small 

hedges

38. help you prune branches and suckers that are too 

thick for regular pruners

39. is invaluable when it comes to cleaning a large 

area of weeds.

40. are indispensable for weeding, planting young 

plants and bulbs and small digging jobs

41. second branches of agriculture

42. easily ignited and capable of burning rapidly

43. use for cutting a grass to pure

Down

3. can be used to level soil or to clear the ground

4. is a branch of botany that studies and cultivates 

fruit.

5. ADG

7. natural artificial means of supply heat to newly 

hatched chick from day old to two weeks

9. fourth branches of agriculture

10. last division of agriculture

12. limited to the certain amount

14. the male pig

15. are essential for many cutting jobs choose a pair 

with safety catch and cross over blades

16. is the science of vegetable growing,

17. used for cutting small branches, the blade folds 

away on some types

19. the process of subjecting egg to __________ until 

the egg hatches

20. third branches of agriculture

21. power of a machine use of animal production

22. devices for fence to construction and layout of 

animal houses

23. for floristry, comprising the floral industry.

24. is an uncastrated male domestic pig

25. a tool powered be electricity or driven by a motor

27. digging up plants that you are transplanting

29. tools compact enought to be usedor operated 

while being held in the hand or hands

32. feathered animals

33. refers to one or more domesticated animals 

raised in an agriculture

Word Bank

finisher feed averagedailygain restrictedfeeding feedconversionratio starterfeed growerfeed

swine hog boar spade tools flammable

poultry incubation powertool shovel livestock handtools

handheldtools brooding castration equipment fencingtools hoe

shade loppers lawn mower shears pruning saw rake

hand trowel pruners dutch hoe agronomy horticulture forestry

fishery animal husbandry pomology olericulture floriculture landscape gardening
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